
Familism and the Family in England. 
Whether it was fair or not, anyone who dabbled with perfectist ideas attracted a particular 

label in seventeenth century England: ‘Familist’.  

There had been a strong Familist presence in England since at least 1561 and perhaps 

longer. Earlier it may have been obfuscated by its founder’s command to be Nicodemians – 

i.e. conforming on the surface whilst hiding true beliefs - as well as confusion with the 

previous bogeymen: the Anabaptists.  

By the late 1570s mainstream Puritans were coming under attack for beliefs sometimes only 

distinguishable from Familist ones by degree. They were keen to shuffle off such 

accusations. There were several key attacks on the Family, the most noted from John 

Knewstubb.  

And it worked - briefly. After 1580 with Royal condemnation, English Familism went 

underground. With the Family effectively buried, the Puritan mainstream was totally 

exposed.  

Being underground changed Familism further, becoming far more syncretic:  

 

 Catholic mysticism focused on the Via Negativa (passivity); 

 Hiëlism as well as Niclaesianism; 

 Even poetry by Sir Philip Sidney. 

 

So, whether it set out to be different or whether it just drifted, English Familism was distinct 

from its overseas roots. But what were those roots? 



 
Hendrik Niclaes – or H.N., his initials and Homo Novus (the Theologia’s ‘New Man’), spent 

two decades as a successful merchant in the ultra-tolerant Emden, founding his Familia 

Caritas from there. Some of his texts were highly sought after amongst English radicals. The 

Evangelium Regni (translated into English by dual heritage Christopher Vitells as ‘The Joyfull 

Message’) is the one in which the shortening of time (from Matthew 24) can be interpreted 

as implying that Heaven and perfection are achieved before – not after – death.  

 

Following Niclaes’ Ordo Sacerdotis – a narcissistic vision of how his cult was to look after his 

death – a massive schism had taken place in Continental Familism. Hendrik Jansen Van 

Barrefelt (alias, Hi – ël, the Voice of God, no less, formerly a Gelderland weaver), became 

the nominal leader of the majority faction around more obviously intellectual people than 

himself: the innovative Antwerp-based printer Christopher Plantin, the Neo-Stoic Justus 

Lipsius and Spanish Catholic, Arius Montanus. 



 

The received wisdom has been that the split had no impact on the English Family. It makes 

sense since when Puritan Divines isolated Familist thought, we hear only of Niclaes, never 

Van Barrefelt.  

Absolute sense! But now it has to be challenged. Richard Palmer (at Lambeth) and I 

managed to put our respective areas of interest together to identify a hand-scrawled 

translation of the Ackerschat, one of Hiël’s most important works.   

 


